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                            Intelligent Digital Forensic Software
                        

                        
                            The Best Digital Forensics & Field Triage Tools
                        

                        	
                                
                                    Request a Demo
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                            True Triage for Mobile Devices
                        

                        
                            Extend your reach and speed investigations to reduce forensic backlogs by giving Digital First Responders access to ADF’s automated cyber investigation tools which can be used on-scene to triage devices, and collect evidence from witness, victim, and suspect devices. Field agents get the intelligence they need to make immediate arrest decisions, seize devices, and start building court-ready reports to share with other investigators or with the forensic lab. 
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                            Investigate Computers And Devices
                        

                        
                            ADF’s powerful digital forensic capabilities are used in forensic labs around the world to investigate all types of cybercrime. Forensic Examiners can create detailed Search Profiles to quickly uncover the evidence that matters and tie a suspect to the keyboard in a detailed timeline view. 
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                    Solve Cases Faster

                    
                        Learn About ADF's Chromebook Investigation Capabilities
                    

                    
                        Investigators can now scan, image, and screenshot or screen record Chrome OS devices. Users can now collect evidence such as photos, calls, and artifacts from Chrome OS devices to assist with their forensic investigations. 
                    

                

                
                    
                        Watch How to Investigate Chromebooks
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                    ADF Customer Testimonials

                    
                        ADF Customers
                    

                    
                        Our digital forensic software solutions have earned the trust of a diverse clientele, including the following customers and many others. Our commitment to providing cutting-edge and reliable tools has positioned us as a preferred choice among individuals and organizations seeking robust digital investigative capabilities. Through continuous innovation and a focus on meeting the evolving needs of our users, we have established a strong reputation in the field of digital forensics. Our clients rely on our software to navigate and analyze complex digital landscapes, ensuring effective and efficient investigations.
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                        Solve Faster with ADF

                        The Digital Forensic Platform for Field and Lab

                        In our digital world, there is a mountain of data in virtually every investigation. ADF’s comprehensive investigation platform provides a single, forensically sound workflow to help you get the intelligence you need fast from field to lab to prosecution. 

                    

                

            

            
        

        
    


    
        
            
                
                
                    
                        
                    

                    Instant Mobile Preview

                    No more waiting for backups - see mobile evidence instantly to make rapid decisions on-scene.

                

                
            

            
                
                
                    
                        
                    

                    Screenshot with OCR

                    Get to all types of apps by navigating as the user and capturing relevant evidence with the click of a button.

                

                
            

            
                
                
                    
                        
                    

                    Live & Boot for Computers

                    Use your forensic machine or the target machine to collect evidence fast in the field or in the lab.

                

                
            

        

    


    
        
            
                
                
                    
                        
                    

                    Search Profiles

                    Powerful Search Profiles filter results to highlight evidence relevant to your case across keywords, images, videos, etc. 

                

                
            

            
                
                
                    
                        
                    

                    Analyze & Report

                    Full analysis for rapid decisions or deep case analysis. Share comprehensive or sanitized reports with prosecutors.

                

                
            

            
                
                
                    
                        
                    

                    Easy to Learn

                    Get Certified to use ADF tools in 8-20 hours online or in-person. We empower anyone with a passion for forensics to learn ADF tools.

                

                
            

            
                
                    
                        View All DEI PRO Features
                    
                

            

        

    



















    
        
            
                
                    
                        
                            Get Started Today
                        

                        
                            Find evidence faster and speed up your digital investigations with ADF digital forensic tools for iOS, Android, Mac, Linux and Windows Devices. 
                        

                        
                            
                                Request Your Free Trial
                            
                        

                    

                

            

            
        

        
    

    












    





    















Advanced Digital Forensic Solutions, Inc.

	 info@adfsolutions.com
	 US +1 (301) 312-6578
	 UK +44 1890 611005
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A Passion for Results.
































    




    
































    






    

